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FELLOWSHIP ACTUARIAL EXAMS
An Introduction To 



By taking this exam, your goal is to:

A. Become an expert in the syllabus material
B. Get every calculation exactly right
C. Memorize every line of the source material
D. Impress normal people
E.  None of the above



Your goal is to pass



Passing starts with 
understanding

the exam format



• 10–12 questions per exam

• Average of 4 distinct sub-parts per question

• 5 hours, 15 minutes to answer all questions



Run Time Points

5-Hour FSA Exams 5 hours, 15 minutes 100

4-Hour ERM Exam 4 hours, 15 minutes 80

2-Hour Specialty Exams 2 hours, 15 minutes 40



5 hours ×
60 min
hour

= 300 min

300 min / 3 min
point

= 100 points



Points have two points:

1. Show the relative importance of the question to the total score

2. Show you the most time to spend on each question and sub-part

3 minutes per point max



Max time budget = 10 ⨉ 3 = 30 minutes

12 min

12 min

6 min



Verbs Are Important

No conjugation required!







The Syllabus



3 types of readings

1. Textbooks (purchase at online bookstores like ABS) 

2. Study notes (purchase through SOA)

3. Published references (available free online)



2000+ pages of that stuff
Textbooks, technical papers, tax code, industry articles,…



War and Peace 
is only 1,440 pages long

+



You’re gonna need some caffeine



Learning the elements
is your best defense against FSA exam problems



Learn as many concepts as you can
save memorization for the last 1–1.5 months



Be sure to visit your 
exam’s SOA page



Key Takeaways
 Understand the format and time constraints of the exam

 Stay on schedule while studying

 Practice time management on the exam

 Focus on concepts before memorization 

 Be an active learner

 Don’t be a perfectionist with the source readings


